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Floor Productions seeks GCM/Graphic Design graduate

Floor Productions is looking for a person to fill a position in Project Management/Customer Service. Floor Productions employs more than 300 people in Northwest Georgia. Most of the company's business model revolves around many types of printing processes.

For additional information about the company, go to floorproductions.com.

Resume's may be emailed to Jon Hiland, Vice President of Sales at jon@floorproductions.com.

VCU Institute for Contemporary Art seeks Marketing Assistant

The communications department at the ICA is responsible for promoting and representing the ICA, generating enthusiasm and support for the institute as a resource for the campus; a cultural treasure for the larger community; and a magnet for cultural tourism. The Marketing Assistant will provide vital administrative, research, and technical support for all of the ICA’s communication initiatives. The Marketing Assistant reports to the ICA Director of Communications and provides key administrative support for the director and graphic designers as needed. The ideal candidate will be knowledgeable about digital marketing, branding, content production, and audience research; and familiar with the Richmond museum community; as well as deeply enthusiastic about working with an academic community. He/she will be a creative thinker, a natural storyteller, detail oriented, organized, adept at multi-tasking, and must demonstrate a high level of professionalism and discretion.

For more information go to https://www.vcujobs.com/postings/51940.
Stay updated on new opportunities: [http://goo.gl/QDr4G2](http://goo.gl/QDr4G2)
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